
All weights and sizes are approximate. All Phoenix products come with a full three-year materials and labor warranty. Phoenix policy is one of constant 
improvement. We therefore reserve the right to alter any part of the specification achieved in this publication without notice. 

FIRE +
MTC GRADE B
PROTECTION

990 SERIES FEATURES:

992E

Churches, concession stands, ticket offices and 
fundraiser collection sites have all relied on Phoenix 
depository safes to protect collected cash until 
deposited at the bank

The 990 Series bodies are constructed with 
a ¼” steel plate, with a ½” door of solid steel that is 
further reinforced with hardened anti-drill plates over 
the locking area

Large-capacity drop area can accommodate 
money bags, envelopes, packages and deposit 
capsules

Model

External

H W D

Internal

H WD

Depository

H W Weight Cubic Capacity Accessories

991/991E 201/ 4 14 14 9 133/ 4 11¼ 111/ 4 23/ 4 95 lbs. .80 cu. ft. N/A

991T/991TE 25 17 17 147/ 8 161/ 8 141/ 2 11¼ 2¾ 124 lbs. 2.00 cu. ft. 1 shelf

992/992E 30 20 20 upper 63/ 4 193/ 4 15 
lower 12 193/ 4 17

11¼ 23/ 4 214 lbs. 1.15 cu. ft. upper 
2.33 cu. ft. lower

1 shelf

Front-Loading 990 Series Models
Front-loading models use a tilting baffle plate to ensure contents are not “fished out.”

*Height, weight and depth measured in inches.

Front-loading models 991, 991E, 991T, 991TE, 992 and 992E are fitted with a 
special Phoenix tilting baffle plate to ensure that the contents cannot be “fished 
out”

Models 992 and 992E have separate lockable deposit chamber inside

Models 991, 991T and 992 are available with a dial combination lock

All deposit safes are pre-drilled for bolting 
to the floor

Depository safes protect goods and money where immediate security is needed 
without unlocking the safe or requiring a cashier to hold keys.
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 Models 991E, 991TE and 992E feature 
electronic combination locks (pictured)




